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WHY THIS STUDY
1.

Client X is seeking to understand barriers and
opportunities for successful youth transitions into
adulthood by speaking with DC based organizations
and experts.

2.

During these consultations, Client X focused on 4
wards in the southeast Washington DC area: 1, 3, 7 and
8, based on differences in socio-economic indicators
and educational attainment outcomes for these wards.

3.

In 2019, Washington DC school districts launched the
Connected Schools Program. This initiated Client X’s
collaboration with Anacostia High School. The goal of
#AnacostiaConnected is to help students who are
struggling to connect with high school get the social
and emotional support they need to engage in their
own educational experience.
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WHY THIS STUDY
4. In March 2020, the Covid-19 pandemic overtook the nation,
forcing schools to switch to remote learning curriculums. On 25
May 2020, after George Floyd’s murder, racial injustice protests
dominated the everyday lives of Washington DC residents. The
combination of Covid-19 and racial tensions is impacting
young people, especially minority youth, in Washington DC at
unprecedented levels.
5. Quilt.AI is amplifying Client X’s evidence base on its
#AnacostiaConnected program by studying the digital
ecosystem of 14-18 year old adolescents in wards 1, 3, 7 and 8
before the pandemic started, during the pandemic and the
ﬁrst quarter of the 2020/2021 school year.
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OBJECTIVE
1.

Understand thoughts and emotions of target
audience on issues related to social-emotional
wellbeing, violence and sexual and reproductive
health six months prior to the Covid-19 crisis and
during the crisis.

2.

Online content ecosystem understanding and
semiotic decoding to identify what kind of content
and messaging engages them.

Target audience: 14 - 18-year-old adolescents in ward 1, 3, 7
and 8
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METHODOLOGY BREAKDOWN

BIG DATA

01 – EXTRACTION
Pulled more than 2,300 social posts of
adolescents living in ward 1, 3, 7 and 8 through
school and location speciﬁc identiﬁcation.
Entities, hashtags and emojis were also

02 – DECODING

extracted from social posts to further nuance
their conversations.

Search keywords were derived organically
through social conversation and further
substantiated with desk research and
teen-speciﬁc interest evident from other social
platforms.
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04 – SLATE

03 – SEARCH
1,243,920 searches were extracted for the past
year with search terms ﬁrst split along the

Images were run through Quilt.AI’s proprietary
Emotion Machine Learning model to decode at

themes and further clustered into similar

scale how adolescents portrayed themselves

categories (e.g. birth control, peer crime).

across time

Temporal data analysis was conducted to see
how the pandemic has affected interest.

FINAL OUTCOME
For each ward, life experience pre and post
pandemic was ﬂeshed out along with their
attitude towards the themes. Recommendations
were made through insights from their
discourse analysis and segmentation.
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DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
WHAT ARE TEENAGERS INTERESTED IN WHEN IT COMES TO
VIOLENCE, MENTAL HEALTH AND SEXUAL REPRODUCTIVE
HEALTH?
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INTERNAL VS
EXTERNAL CONFLICT
LOOKING AT THE GRAPH SHOWING SEARCHES OF EACH THEME IN
ACROSS TIME*, THERE IS AN OVERALL DECLINE WHICH COULD BE
DRIVEN BY LACK OF HUMAN INTERACTION.
01

MENTAL HEALTH CONTINUES AS TOP CONCERN
With families under lockdown and tensions running high, there
are increased searches for mental stress and negative feelings
(e.g. sadness and fear)

02

LOWEST DIP IN VIOLENCE INTEREST
Exacerbated by BLM protests, searches for crime peaked during
the period. There were also surges in domestic violence and
aggressive behaviour.

03

SRH DECLINES WITH LACK OF CONTACT
Under the lockdown and away from their peers, we see a
decrease in searches for sexual and reproductive health related
searches. However, the category for urgent queries on
contraception access and services spikes during the Covid-19
time period.

*pre-Covid: Sep 2019 - Feb 2020
Covid: Mar 2020 - June 2020
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A RISING THREAT

Comparing Pre-Covid and Covid volumes in the graph above, there is a general decline in overall interest during the pandemic. However, in
contrast to pre-pandemic volumes, where searches were actually decreasing in the same span of time, there is a growing interest in all three
themes, hinting that the full aftermath of the quarantine and opening of the country is likely to be felt in the coming weeks ahead.
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL
WELLBEING
LOOKING AT THE GRAPH COMPARING SEARCHES BEFORE AND
AFTER COVID
01

GROWTH SPACE

GENERAL DIP IN INTEREST
Post pandemic, general interest has fallen with growth in
interest also decreasing at a higher rate (e.g. depression,
schizophrenia). However, comparing month-on-month interest,
there are signs that anxiety and depression spiked in April and
June. (e.g. anxiety medication, symptoms of depression)

02

DRIVEN TO SELF HARM
Driven by fear and anxiety, we see a alarming rise in suicide and
self-harm search especially amongst parents who are searching
for the warning signs (e.g. self harmer, children self harming).

*pre-Covid: Sep 2019 - Feb 2020
Covid: Mar 2020 - June 2020
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL
WELLBEING
LOOKING AT THE GRAPH COMPARING SEARCHES BEFORE AND
AFTER COVID
03

GROWTH SPACE

A SENSE OF FEAR
Faced with an unexpected crisis, there is a heightened sense of
fear. Decreased searches for therapy hint that solution-oriented
behaviour has also decreased. (e.g. panic, fear of being alone,
teenage therapists)

*pre-Covid: Sep 2019 - Feb 2020
Covid: Mar 2020 - June 2020
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VIOLENCE
LOOKING AT THE GRAPH COMPARING SEARCHES BEFORE AND
AFTER COVID
01

GROWTH
SPACE

GENERAL DIP IN INTEREST
With adolescents away from their peers, violence that require
human interaction have fallen (e.g my boyfriend hurts me). A
closer look into cyberbullying shows that there hasn’t been a
spike post-pandemic.

02

PEER > PARTNER VIOLENCE
Bullying the biggest concern with adolescent-speciﬁc searches
(e.g. bullying in school). Partner violence has actually increased
slightly during Covid, possibly due to couples who live together. It
is also gendered with searches focused on abusive boyfriends
(e.g. bf choked me).

*pre-Covid: Sep 2019 - Feb 2020
Covid: Mar 2020 - June 2020
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VIOLENCE
LOOKING AT THE GRAPH COMPARING SEARCHES BEFORE AND
AFTER COVID
03

GROWTH
SPACE

CRIME
While interest in crime is generally low, we see a surge in interest
during Covid. Instead of interest in typical adolescent crime (e.g.
vandalism or petty theft), domestic violence with families living
in close quarters rose during the pandemic (e.g. emotional
abuse by parents).

04

ABSENCE OF GANG VIOLENCE
Search interest in gang violence is negligible as it is typically a
lived experience. We see instances of adolescents experiencing
these forms of violence and its aftermath by their social posts.

*pre-Covid: Sep 2019 - Feb 2020
Covid: Mar 2020 - June 2020
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SEXUAL REPRODUCTIVE
HEALTH
LOOKING AT THE GRAPH COMPARING SEARCHES BEFORE AND

GROWTH SPACE

AFTER COVID
01

GENERAL DIP IN INTEREST
Prior to the pandemic, interest in SRH-speciﬁc topics like birth
control and STI were high. Due to lack of human interaction,
these searches have fallen (e.g. IUDs, birth control pills, stds)

02

URGENT ACCESS TO SERVICES
In need of help but unable to go out to ﬁnd it, there is a
increased interest in searches for abortion and women’s clinics
for SRH assistance. This is one topic that stands out in search
behavior, but not on social media platforms, due to the sensitivity
of the queries (e.g. abortion clinic)

*pre-Covid: Sep 2019 - Feb 2020
Covid: Mar 2020 - June 2020
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SEXUAL REPRODUCTIVE
HEALTH
LOOKING AT THE GRAPH COMPARING SEARCHES BEFORE AND

GROWTH SPACE

AFTER COVID
03

WHAT IS MY SEXUAL ORIENTATION?
Compared to lower interest in contraceptives and pre-marital
sex, interest around LGBTQI issues is heightened. In particular,
we see an increase in discourse around sexual orientation (e.g.
LGBTQI communities) and gender identity (e.g. transgender).

*pre-Covid: Sep 2019 - Feb 2020
Covid: Mar 2020 - June 2020
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WARD 1
WHO ARE THEY?
HOW DO THEY TALK ABOUT VIOLENCE, MENTAL HEALTH AND
SEXUAL REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH?
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INTRODUCTION TO WARD 1

Middle of the road
Ward 1 is “middle of the road.” It is not as wealthy as ward 3,
but not as poor as ward 7 and 8. It has better life
expectancy than wards 7 and 8, but its population that
lives below the federal poverty level, is starting to get
attention. About half of the adolescents living in ward 1
come from a single-parent home and there is a larger
representation of Hispanics among young people than
there is African Americans.
If you go to school in ward 1, your high school student
population will be about half African American and half
Latino. Your chances of graduating in four years are 53%
A recent “Parents Amplifying Voices in Education” (PAVE)
survey highlighted that parents in ward 1 are most worried
about the future of their jobs and concerned about how
their family’s health will be affected..
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WARD 1

SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS
Life expectancy at birth*

80.0

Median income of families with children age
0-17**

$54,375

% of residents living 100% below the federal
poverty level**

13.6%

Annual unemployment rate**

4.4%

% of Children<18 years living 100% below the
federal poverty rate**

24.7%

% of children <18 in single parent
households**

43.0%

% Grandparents responsible for
grandchildren***

17.3%

% population< 18 who identify as Black**

32.6%

% population<18 who identify as Hispanic**

42.1%

EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES (Cardozo
Education Campus)
School transparency and
reporting score

16.17%

Total enrollment

831

% Black

46%

% Latino

51%

4-year Graduation rate

52.99%

90% attendance

21.26%

Rate of out of school
suspensions

16.96% per 100 students

* DC Health Equity Report (p. 22), February 2019
**DC Kids Count, 2016. Accessed at https://datacenter.kidscount.org/data#DC/21
(July 23,2020)
*** American Community Survey (ACS) Estimates, 2013-2017. Accessed at
https:/planning.dc.gov/page/american-community-survey-acs-estimates (July 23,
2020)
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WARD 1

WHO ARE THEY:
AMBITIOUS ASSERTIVE
INTROSPECTIVE
Individual excellence
They ﬂex their successes to signal their continuous growth.
From star athletes to aspiring entrepreneurs, they showcase
their holistic developments through medals, school
afﬁliations in their bios (NYU Stern ‘24) and access to
exclusive role models e.g. Barack Obama. Most commonly
used emojis exemplify this: 💜😎🔥
Searching for historical and cultural ties
Conscious of their heritage, they are actively looking to the
past for a deeper sense of connection and understanding.
They often highlight their roots through ﬂag emoticons on
their bios (🇬🇾🇯🇲) and country-speciﬁc identiﬁers
(Caribbean, Haitian).
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CONNECTIONS AND AMBITION
Before Covid, there is a sense of conﬁdence and excitement for the future. During the
pandemic, we see fear, loneliness and sadness rising. They are turning to creative outlets and
their tribe to redirect and distract themselves in this difﬁcult time.

LOSS IN CONFIDENCE

-8%

Instead of assertive power

FEAR IN THE UNKNOWN

-8%

They are expressing their fear

CREATIVE ENTREPRENEURSHIP

+7%

They are more likely to be

poses, they are far more likely

through both reposting

working on side projects or

to be introspective

conspiracy tweets and out of

exploring their artistic side..

focus shots of the ordinary.
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BEFORE COVID
Asserting their conﬁdence through subtle signals, they ﬂaunt their strength through power
poses.

SUBTLE SELF-CONFIDENCE
Framed in expensive gold mirror frames with
moody lighting, they show off their self-worth
through unﬁltered and candid shots.

EXCITEMENT FOR THE FUTURE
Posting their achievements, travels and academic
journeys, they are on the journey upwards with
gratitude for their circumstances (Posing in a
Hungry but grateful 🏀)
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DURING COVID
Posting less in these difﬁcult times, they rarely speak about the pandemic. Forward-looking and
optimistic, they are unlikely and unwilling to dwell on difﬁcult situations.

FEAR AND HOPE IN THE UNKNOWN
Through obscured shots that are slightly out of
focus with illuminating elements, there is a sense of
unbalance and hope.

TURNING TO THE HUSTLE
Instead of being defeated in the crisis, there is a
conscious effort to stay informed, motivated and
active. (You only drown if you stay submerged 💧)
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THRIVING TO BECOME THE WOKE
WARRIOR
EXPLORING SPECIFIC NARRATIVES WITHIN EACH THEME

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL WELLBEING

VIOLENCE

Well-versed in self-care narratives, they are actively

While there is a sense of awareness of gang culture

engaging in therapy, stress management tools and

with photos taken in Ward 7 or 8 and emulating

self esteem boosters.

certain gang poses - they also actively engage in
afterschool activities and career developments.

SEXUAL REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
Passionate in LGBTQI communities and exploring
gender identities, they often provide their preferred
pronouns in their bios (she/her).
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WARD 3
WHO ARE THEY?
HOW DO THEY TALK ABOUT VIOLENCE, MENTAL HEALTH AND
SEXUAL REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH?
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INTRODUCTION TO WARD 3

Wealth and
achievement

Ward 3, in comparison to the other wards, has the highest
socio-economic indicators. Its residents are the wealthiest,
have the longest life expectancy, are unlikely to come from
single parent households and are more likely to be white.
If you go to high school in ward 3, your chance of
attending school and graduating with a high school
degree are much higher than the other wards.
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WARD 3

SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS
Life expectancy at birth*

87.6

Median income of families with children age
0-17**

$215,957

% of residents living 100% below the federal
poverty level**

9.1%

Annual unemployment rate**

3.9%

% of Children<18 years living 100% below the
federal poverty rate**

2.9%

% of children <18 in single parent
households**

15.4%

% Grandparents responsible for
grandchildren***

16.0%

% population< 18 who identify as Black**

4.9%

% population<18 who identify as Hispanic**

16.8%

EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES
(Woodrow Wilson High School)
School transparency and
reporting score

71.99%

Total enrollment

1,895

% Black

31.00%

% Latino

21.00%

4-year Graduation rate

83.23%

90% attendance

56.69%

Rate of out of school
suspensions

4.69 per 100 students

* DC Health Equity Report (p. 22), February 2019
**DC Kids Count, 2016. Accessed at https://datacenter.kidscount.org/data#DC/21
(July 23,2020)
*** American Community Survey (ACS) Estimates, 2013-2017. Accessed at
https:/planning.dc.gov/page/american-community-survey-acs-estimates (July 23,
2020)
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WARD 3

WHO ARE THEY:
UNCONVENTIONAL, CANDID
SOPHISTICATED
Living their best lives
Success is in a life well-lived for this ward. In the thick of
things, they are frequently posting their busy and
multi-faceted lives e.g. cheerleading, basketball, travelling
and hanging out with friends. They are in search for
meaning and fulﬁlment. (Looking for the right way to do the
wrong things)
Outer vs Inner self-identity
Self-identity is tied to standing out within broader
mainstream cultural themes. From their school to their
passion (#dancerlife or #art), they are unique in familiar and
conventional ways.
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COMMUNITY AND INTROSPECTION
Pre-Covid, they tend to ﬂaunt their body conﬁdence with a focus on the comfort in exotic
places or standing out in familiar ones. In the pandemic, conﬁdence is instead rooted in one’s
community and fear in the absence of their tribe.

SPIRITUAL > BODY CONFIDENCE

-11%

Instead of ﬂirty tilts and

SLOW DOWN OF LIFE

-3%

Used to high-paced

CANDID JOY IN COMMUNITY

+3%

They are posting more

playful smirks, they look

excitement, they are

pictures with their tribe in

straight into the camera with

exploring their introspective

increasingly candid settings.

calm conﬁdence.

side.
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PRE COVID
Conﬁdence through studied casualness and subtle hints of wealth, they are conscious of their
privilege and are unafraid to ﬂaunt it.

FUN SOPHISTICATION
Posing playfully in luxurious settings or outﬁts,
there is a sense of comfort and conﬁdence.
Candidness is carefully curated.

HIDDEN WEALTH
Taken against the background of their
neighbourhood, the “cleanliness” and implicit
wealth elevates their standing. (Just a lil hot tub
fun in 90 degree heat 😴)
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COVID
Posting more than ward average, they are embracing the situation and actively using quarantine
hashtags to create shared connections with their tribes.

WISTFUL NOSTALGIA
Using soft lighting and focus, they are using candid
shots with their friends to express their daily
frustrations and boredom.

Can this be all over? I miss u
like hell and I woke up this
morning from a bad dream
crying...It was the worst
feeling in the world. If felt
like someone had taken a
giant ice cream scoop and
scooped out my intestines.
...“please end this pandemic.
I miss my friends. I miss my
bf. I’m tired of this.”

PLAY ON SHADOWS
Introspective, they are using light and darkness as
metaphors to depict their own inner struggles.
(“The sky isn’t the only thing that’s blue.”)
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EXPLORING AND CARING FOR THE
INNER SELF
EXPLORING SPECIFIC NARRATIVES WITHIN EACH THEME

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL WELLBEING

VIOLENCE

Passionate about self-care, they are constantly

There is a lack of social conversation around

seeking new ways to motivate and manage the

violence for this ward with focus placed on other

high and lows.

two themes.

SEXUAL REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
LGBTQI advocates, they are most interested in
exploring and engaging with their sexual
orientation and the justice narratives around it.
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WARD 7
WHO ARE THEY?
HOW DO THEY TALK ABOUT VIOLENCE, MENTAL HEALTH AND
SEXUAL REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH?
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INTRODUCTION TO WARD 7

Education as a
saviour

Ward 7 is distinct to ward 1 and 3, as 41% of its residents live
below the federal poverty level, 81% of adolescents come
from single parent households and nearly 50% are taken
care of by their grandparents. Nearly 100% of this ward’s
population is African American.
If you go to school in ward 7, the chances of you
graduating in four years are higher than in ward 1 or 8. You
are more likely to get suspended than in other wards and
the majority of your student population is African
American.
A recent PAVE survey highlighted that parents in ward 7
are most worried about how their family’s health will be
affected during the pandemic, the future of their jobs, not
having access to technology, not having enough food for
their family or feeling secure in their current housing,
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WARD 7

SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS
Life expectancy at birth*

74.7

Median income of families with children age
0-17**

$31,130

% of residents living 100% below the federal
poverty level**

27.7%

Annual unemployment rate**

10.6%

% of Children<18 years living 100% below the
federal poverty rate**

40.9%

% of children <18 in single parent
households**

81.5%

% Grandparents responsible for
grandchildren***

47.5%

% population< 18 who identify as Black**

94.2%

% population<18 who identify as Hispanic**

4.4%

EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES (HD
Woodson High School))
School transparency and
reporting score

18.34%

Total enrollment

541

% Black

97%

% Latino

3%

4-year Graduation rate

65.55%

90% attendance

13%

Rate of out of school
suspensions

27.91% per 100 students

* DC Health Equity Report (p. 22), February 2019
**DC Kids Count, 2016. Accessed at https://datacenter.kidscount.org/data#DC/21
(July 23,2020)
*** American Community Survey (ACS) Estimates, 2013-2017. Accessed at
https:/planning.dc.gov/page/american-community-survey-acs-estimates (July 23,
2020)
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WARD 7

WHO ARE THEY: WITTY
CREATIVE
ADAPTABLE
Tension between reality and ideals
Posting both raw and highly ﬁltered shots, they show how
they are both realist and idealist at the same time. Seeing
their world as it is, they approach it with blunt humour and
symbolic idealism. (I’m a 🐐at this shit🛩💕).
Stoic symbolism
Compared to the rest of the wards, they tend to post the
shortest captions and use more emojis. Rather than face
emoji, they are more likely to use object emoji since it holds
more nuances. Not just emojis, they also frequently
reposting recycled memes and simple original graphics.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND CREATIVITY
Pre-Covid, they displayed their conﬁdence through playful creativity and frank appraisal of
their situation. During the pandemic, they adapted quickly to the new situation with the least
overall change in AI-detected emotions.

SENSUALITY THROUGH DANCE

-5%

Moving away from sensuality

SELF-EXPRESSION VIA CONFIDENCE

-4%

Surrounded by uncertainty,

TACKLING FEAR THROUGH CREATIVITY

+4%

Using simple graphics and

and conﬁdence from

they bolster their self-esteem

ﬁlter to transform fear to

movement, they are turning

through inner bravo and

creative outlet.

to

humour.
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PRE COVID
Conﬁdence is gained through continual opportunity and mobility towards a better future. Joy is
expressed through the shared experience of dance and humour.

PATH TO PROGRESS
Typically taken either on a pathway or door, they
usually depicted to be on a journey, highlighting
the importance of the mobility.

JOY IN MOVEMENT
Especially popular amongst tweens, they are
connecting a bigger community through playful
and occasionally sexualised dance moves.
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POST COVID
Anxiety felt due to the stagnancy is transformed into reﬂective sessions where they recreate their
own reality. Eager to return back to “normal life”, they are going out even before lockdown ends.

RENEWED GRIT
Taken indoors or seated, they are reafﬁrming gang
ties as they waited for the ﬁrst opportunity to start
hustling again.

Fuck it let’s go ona
heist I roll this pressure
might jus take me a
ﬂight ✈ ⭕🧢

DULL VS HYPER REALITY
Fom hyper-saturated and cartoon-ish to dull
saturation, they are using a range of ﬁlters to
express the surreal reality of a post-Covid world
40

EXPLORING AND CARING FOR THE
INNER SELF
EXPLORING SPECIFIC NARRATIVES WITHIN EACH THEME

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL WELLBEING

VIOLENCE

Rather than self-care, they are more inclined to

Gang violence is the most prominent category

focus on motivational and self-esteem spaces.

spoken about on social media amongst the

Priding themselves for the “hustler” mentality, they

violence themes with most accounts having at least

are searching for the next opportunity to gain

one posts reminiscing the loss of a friend.

wealth and street cred

SEXUAL REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH

Especially among boys, gang violence is revered
and seen as a career for the enterprising (I ain’t

While they are aware of LGBTQI rights, they are

have shit happening and I went in the spot and got

more likely to focus on interpersonal relationships

active ⭕🦾).

aspects of it. Teenage pregnancy is also of major
interest to them.
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WARD 8
WHO ARE THEY?
HOW DO THEY TALK ABOUT VIOLENCE, MENTAL HEALTH AND
SEXUAL REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH?

42

INTRODUCTION TO WARD 8

An uncertain path
Ward 8 has the lowest socio-economic indicators in
comparison to the other wards. It has the highest number of
residents living below the federal poverty line, its population is
majority African American and 80% of individuals under the
age of 18 come from single parent households. Like in ward 7,
about half of the child/adolescent population has their
grandparents as primary caretakers.
If you go to school in ward 8, your chance of attending school
and graduating is lower than any of the other wards and the
majority of your peers at school are African American.
A recent PAVE survey highlighted that parents in ward 8 are
most concerned about how their family’s health will be
affected during the pandemic, how their job will be impacted,
not having access to technology or receiving accurate
information from the city about what is going on.
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WARD 8

SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS
Life expectancy at birth*

72.0

Median income of families with children age
0-17**

$24,749

% of residents living 100% below the federal
poverty level**

36.8%

Annual unemployment rate**

13%

% of Children<18 years living 100% below the
federal poverty rate**

48.5%

% of children <18 in single parent
households**

80.4%

% Grandparents responsible for
grandchildren***

47.3%

% population< 18 who identify as Black**

90.7%

% population<18 who identify as Hispanic**

3.7%

EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES
(Anacostia High School)
School transparency and
reporting score

3.58%

Total enrollment

392

% Black

97.0%

% Latino

2.0%

4-year Graduation rate

49.03%

90% attendance

10.42%

Rate of out of school
suspensions

24.72 per 100 students

* DC Health Equity Report (p. 22), February 2019
**DC Kids Count, 2016. Accessed at https://datacenter.kidscount.org/data#DC/21
(July 23,2020)
*** American Community Survey (ACS) Estimates, 2013-2017. Accessed at
https:/planning.dc.gov/page/american-community-survey-acs-estimates (July 23,
2020)
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WARD 8

WHO ARE THEY: SENSITIVE
ENTREPRENEUR
COMMUNITY-DRIVEN
Growth-centric
Hungry for opportunities, they are actively creating and
working for them. From setting up their own business to
working for athletic scholarships, they are constantly striving
for ways to develop.
Afﬁrming local roots
Eager to belong, they take pride in their tribe afﬁliations
from school, gang to communal calls for prison release
(#freebones/#freety/#freedaguys). A sense of belonging is
ﬁrmly tied to their neighbourhood.
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CONNECTIONS AND AMBITION
Pre-Covid, they tend to ﬂaunt their conﬁdence through skin tight modesty and allure. During
the pandemic, they are turn instead to be more deeply rooted in their community for stability.

LOSS OF EXCITEMENT

-7%

Excitement to them is about

BUILDING CONFIDENCE

+5%

Fighting against anxiety, they

BONDING

+3%

They are seeking to connect

celebrating passions together

are hyping themselves up to

with their community and

as a community (e.g. sports).

overcome their fear.

reafﬁrm ties.

During the lockdown, they
are no longer able to enjoy.
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PRE COVID
Conﬁdence is gained through continual opportunity and mobility towards a better future. They
are seeking for conventional masculinity safe spaces to develop in.

HIDDEN VALUE
Either taken faced away from obscuring a part of
their body, there is a sense of secrecy, coolness and
allure.

TRADITIONAL MASCULINITY
Seeking conventional models of masculinity, they
are searching for role models and safe spaces to
identify with and develop. (I been to bottom before
and I gotta prove I don’t belong here 🦅.)
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POST COVID
Self-conﬁdence and search for connectedness is the mood during the pandemic.

ME AGAINST THEM
Looking straight into the camera, they are slightly
more confrontational in standing up for
themselves.

Mud brothers different
mothers
Not blood brothers but
I love 'em 🥶🦍💯

Im pretty in the
weirdest ways I can't
explain these photos
all my haters lurking
they but they were
snakes behind closed
doors

TOGETHERNESS
Having spent time apart, there is a stronger need
for connection. They are actively seeking out their
community to re-connect.
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HUSTLING FOR THEIR FUTURE
EXPLORING SPECIFIC NARRATIVES WITHIN EACH THEME

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL WELLBEING

VIOLENCE

Seeking to be constantly motivated to jump into

Similar to Ward 7, gang violence is commonplace

the next opportunity, they are also looking for

with most accounts having at least one post

psychological therapy and self-care in order to

reminiscing the loss of a friend.

manage this constant tension.

SEXUAL REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
Most proactive in this space, we see the most
consistent interest in Human sexuality, LGBTQI
community, same-sex relationship, Gender identity
as well as sexual relations.

There is a strong sense of brotherhood amongst the
gangs and is one of the few occasions they are soft
and vulnerable with each other.
Play with one of mines then I’ma come for ya

🖤💉💯
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WARD 8

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL
WELLBEING
Motivation and ambition
Hungry and ambitious, self-care becomes necessary as a
way to managed this constant tension.
“beat the odds, do numbers, & remain humble”
“They gon' love me for my Ambition” 💲🔜
shit hectic #solid #idekhow #ishouldbedeadorinjail
#neverhadahandout #idontcomefrmnothin
#imdestined4greatness
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WARD 8

SEXUAL REPRODUCTIVE
HEALTH
Bold sexuality
They are open about ﬂaunting their sexuality and “thirst”.
Girls, in particular, seek power in afﬁrming their sexuality.
Good Girl, Bad Habits 😈
Sexual orientation
All about uplifting others, they are proud of who they are
and seek to ﬁnd a community to rally in.
I am a BLACK GAY MAN!
I build
I don't tear down other BLACK MEN!
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WARD 8

VIOLENCE
Ride or die
Conscious of the danger of their participation, they still
continue these endeavors due to the ﬁnancial stability and
street cred that they get.
We just some products of our environment
How the fuck they gon' blame us 💯
They said the life I live this shit dangerous👿♥they took
away my A1 cause we was stepping on shit for fun💞👿
#llmysteppas💔💔💔 #brg💰💸⛹🏾♂
#stepping4tommy👿♥💥
In the streets it’s get money 💰 🏚or
die💯🤔#llsteve👶🏽#BRG💰🏃🏾
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RECOMMENDATIONS
WHAT ARE THE KEY INSIGHTS?
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VULNERABLE
TWEENS
There is a higher proportion of public middle
school accounts found in Ward 7&8 as
compared to Ward 1&3.
Without any parental oversight, this makes
them especially vulnerable to external inﬂuence
e.g. grooming, normalisation of gang violence.
It is vital to engage with this segment through
their favoured platforms (short video format:
Vinkle, Tiktok and Dubsmash).
Client X found in its ward level consultations
that early level interventions, starting in middle
school or earlier are crucial.
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FAMILIARITY WITH
LOSS
In contrast to schools in Ward 1&3, schools in
Ward 8 have memorial services and
condolences posted on Instagram, indicating
that adolescent death is not uncommon.
They are often deeply connected to these
deaths with many teenagers having Instagram
Highlights or bio captions of their friend or
brother’s death. This indicates that the loss still
lingers with them everyday. (#longlivegerald💔.
#longlivewoosie💔)
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VIOLENCE
As mentioned before, teenagers in Ward 8 have been
exposed to violence, loss and gang culture more than other
wards. Violence is a part of their everyday with most
adolescents still lingering on its aftermath. Hence, carefully
navigating the grief as well as the denormalisation of the
loss is essential.
They are unafraid to put in the work and are looking for
development opportunities and ﬁnancial stability. The
approach tends to be gendered.
For girls, they are more likely to set up their own businesses
and using their image as a product (e.g. inﬂuencer
marketing, #blackgirlmagic).
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VIOLENCE
In contrast, most boys are turning to gangs as they see it as
a path to achieve ﬁnancial stability and credibility. Efforts
should be made to disrupt this thought pattern.
At the same time, they are also looking for a sense of
belonging and traditional masculine spaces at which they
can develop and grow in. Hence, alternatives from gangs
should be found and encouraged.
Client X calls for a gender-synchronized approach, taking
into consideration the differential needs and aspirations of
girls and boys. In the absence of sports-based programs that
promote violence prevention, Quilt.AI recommends the
formation of gender segregated online support groups for
school going adolescents. These online support groups
provide an avenue for meaningful connection to peers and
discussions on socio-emotional well-being. When possible,
online support for parents should also be available.
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SOCIO-EMOTIONAL
WELLBEING
Possessing an entrepreneurial spirit, the teenagers in this
space seek constant motivation as they strive to achieve
their dreams. At the same time, their high interest in
self-care and therapy demonstrates a self-awareness that
they need help to reach their goals.
Moods are reﬂected through their use of ﬁlters (e.g. black
and white and hyper saturation).
When communicating with them about socio-emotional
wellbeing, reinforce their belief that holistic wellbeing is
integral to achieving economic success. Provide them
opportunities to meet, or talk about, successful
entrepreneurs who prioritize their socio-emotional health, to
give them role models. An online webinar series focusing on
entrepreneurs could be organized by the school district.
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SEXUAL REPRODUCTIVE
HEALTH
Bold about their sexuality, they are unafraid to talk about
their sexual desires. Girls, in particular, see power in
engaging in their deeper desires.
As mentioned before, there is little social discourse around
contraceptives and STD despite high searches.
The public accounts and sexualised accounts by younger
teenagers in Ward 1&3 is concerning, especially due to their
heightened risk towards groomings.
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RACE
EXPERIENCE

We studied over 2,000 images on Instagram and looked across
#blackexcellence and #blackgirlmagic
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